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QUESTION 1

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.month; d ate = input(\\'13mar2000\\',date9.); run; 

Which one of the following represents the type and length of the variable DATE in the output data set? 

A. numeric, 8 bytes 

B. numeric, 9 bytes 

C. character, 8 bytes 

D. character, 9 bytes 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Unless specified, which variables and data values are used to calculate statistics in the MEANS procedure? 

A. non-missing numeric variable values only 

B. missing numeric variable values and non-missing numeric variable values only 

C. nun-missing character variables and nun-missing numeric variable values only 

D. missing character variables, nun-missing character variables, missing numeric variable values, and nun-missing
numeric variable values 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.flights; 

destination = `CPH\\'; 

select(destination); 

when(\\'LHR\\') city = `London\\'; 

when(\\'CPH\\') city = `Copenhagen\\'; 

otherwise; 

end; 
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run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the CITY variable? 

A. London 

B. Copenh 

C. Copenhagen 

D. ` `(missing character value) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which one of the following SAS DATA steps saves the temporary data set named MYDATA as a permanent data set? 

A. libname sasdata `SAS-data-Iibrary\\';data sasdata.mydata; copy mydata; run; 

B. libname sasdata `SAS-data-Iibrary\\'; data sasdata.mydata; keep mydata; run; 

C. libname sasdata `SAS-data-Iibrary\\'; data sasdata.mydata; save mydata; run; 

D. libname sasdata `SAS-data-Iibrary\\'; data sasdata.mydata; set mydata; run; 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The contents of the raw data file CALENDAR are listed below: 

----|----10----|----20----|----30 

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data test; 

infile `calendar\\'; 

input@1 date mmddyy10.; 

if date = `01012000\\'d then event = `January 1st; 

run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the EVENT variable? 

A. 01012000 

B. January 1st 
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C. .(missing numeric value) 

D. The value can not be determined as the program fails to execute due to errors. 

Correct Answer: D 
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